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Professional Outreach Program in the Schools (POPS)
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Total Services Provided
Districts | Charter Schools | Schools | Home School Students* | Instructional Hours | Teachers | Students

27

18

265

218

571

*Home school student numbers are NOT included in the total number of students

2,158

66,574
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Respectfully submitted by:

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center
138 West Broadway, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
801-297-4241 | ririewoodbury.com
Jena C. Woodbury, Executive Director
Ai Fujii Nelson, Education Director

Daniel Charon, Artistic Director
Juan Carlos Claudio, Outreach Director

1. BUDGET EXPENDITURE REPORT AND INCOME SOURCE REPORT
Legislative
Appropriation

Personnel
Travel
Materials
Other
(Production)
TOTAL

226,687.94
1,380.00
12,326.85
26,098.00

Funding
Leveraged
from Other
Sources
224,510.22
1,985.41
11,125.63
29,800.57

266,492.79

267,421.83

Total Expenditures on
Approved Education
Programs

Legislative
Appropriation % of
Total Expenditures

451,198.16
3,365.41
23,452.48
55,898.57

50.2%
41.0%
52.6%
46.7%

533,914.62

49.9%

2. 2020 - 2021 TOTAL SERVICES PROVIDED
Districts

Charters

Schools

27

18

265

Home School
Students*
218

Hours
571

Teachers

Students

2,158

66,574

*Home school student numbers are NOT included in the total number of students
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3. Description of Services Rendered Through POPS

PCo: Tori Duhaime

2020-21 was a school year unlike any other. Despite the challenges of the global pandemic, what remains in
our memory is how we have been still able to reach out and make strong connections with students and
teachers all over Utah. It is clear their lives have been profoundly affected, and their learning environments
shifted dramatically, whether through online schooling, social distancing, or having to wear masks in
classrooms. From the beginning of the year, we have been mindful of the power of dance and movement in
combating the negative effects of the pandemic school life. We believe that dance can contribute to the
students and teacher’s overall well-being; mental, emotional, physical, and even social well-being.
To offer an alternative to the missed opportunities for interacting through in-person activities this year, we
put together an extensive online assembly/performance and creative dance program offerings, and
configured the live-streaming platform that was easily accessible and available to the public school
educators and students. We also managed to perform a limited amount of in-person educational activities.
Please see below for the descriptions of the various and specific ways in which we served them.

a. Live-Stream Creative Dance Classes, Performances, and Workshops
LIVE-STREAM CREATIVE DANCE CLASSES FOR GRADES K-6
Each class was 30 - 60 minutes long and was customized for each teacher’s needs. The Company dancers
and the students connected in real-time, live format on Zoom. The Company dancers created lesson plans
in accordance with the Utah State Curriculum Dance Core - Technique/Body skills, Elements of Dance,
Creative/Choreographic Processes, and Creating Meaning. The Company also taught contemporary dance
master classes for middle and high school dance companies. Students moved, created, expressed
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themselves, and experienced the joy of moving and dancing with others, even over Zoom. Through email
campaigns, online registration forms, and tight communications with school administrations, we served 125
classroom teachers from 18 districts, and danced with 4,298 students in our creative movement classes this
year.
Below are examples of the teacher response that demonstrate the positive impact and outcome of the
live-stream dance classes;
“I am so grateful to have Ririe Woodbury provide this opportunity to my class. My class is currently 100%
virtual and I feel the students often need some creative and social outlet. Many of them are fairly isolated at
home. This was a great way to have fun together.”
Elizabeth.Kunz, Neil Armstrong Academy 2nd grade teacher, Granite District
“It is hard for me to articulate just how impressed I have been with Ririe Woodbury Dance Company, their
entire staff and all of their programs. They have provided incredibly fun and engaging dance experiences for
my students- all completely over zoom! It has truly been a highlight during such a tough school year. My
students of all genders and backgrounds have felt inspired to dance and move their body because of the
inclusive and thoughtful instruction provided by the Company and their dancers. Thank you from the bottom
of my heart on behalf of me and my students for truly bringing to life the dancer and artist in us all.”
Cara Cerise, Parkside Elementary 3rd grade teacher, Murray District
“This was a once in a lifetime experience for many of the
kids in my class who would never normally be able to afford
taking dance.”
Dianne Bledsoe, Foxboro Elementary 1st grade teacher,
Davis District
“They have seriously LOVED being part of your program so
we owe you a HUGE thank you!!! I have quite a few kids in
my class who really love to dance and this has been a great
way for them to express themselves.”
Frecia Frandsen, Panguitch Elementary, Garfield District
PC: Tori Duhaime

As we collected our post-event evaluation forms, these positive comments, praises, and thank you’s kept
coming. The every magical moment we spent dancing with the students and the positive and real impact
we had in their well-being did not go unnoticed or unappreciated by the educators. We might add that
connecting and interacting with students were highlights to us as well; they were the ones who kept us
inspired and motivated - to maintain OUR mental, emotional, physical, and social well-being, navigating
through the COVID year.
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LIVE-STREAM DANCE CLASSES AND DISCUSSION CLASSES FOR MIDDLE AND
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
For the secondary students and educators, we offered more than movement classes. The offerings were all
geared towards direct connection and conversation with students, with the objective of helping the
students not only move their bodies, but also gain some context about what it means to dance - in the
many creative ways we still do - in the art field, in the society we live in, and in the world impacted by the
global pandemic.

Discussion Class: Conversation with Company dancers in the time of Covid; Professionals
in the Field Today
This was an interactive discussion class where students could actively engage in an informal conversation
with our Company dancers. Topics included: How has this pandemic affected you as a professional artist?
What are the strategies for maintaining your mental and physical health, when something huge (like this
pandemic) happens, which affects every aspect of your life? What are the positive or creative outcomes,
small or big successes you have experienced since Covid began? Can you talk about resiliency? What part
of the training you went through as a young dancer has helped you the most in these difficult times? What
other topics do the students want to address?

Discussion Class: Conversation with
Company dancers about our season
virtual performances: Autumn Sun
(Oct.2020) or Home Run (Feb.2021)
or Cadence (April 2021)
This required the educators and students to
have watched one of the above virtual
performances before the discussion. After
viewing of the specific virtual performance,
students had an opportunity to directly ask the Company dancers any questions they might have had, and
engage in a conversation about the Company's work; creative processes, backstage stories, etc., to help
deepen the student’s understanding about dance as an art form as well as a professional career.

Live-Stream Technique, Improvisation, or Composition Class
We continued to offer 45 minutes to 1 hour dance live-stream dance classes. Company dancers gave
instructions and connected with your students in real-time.
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“I wanted to let you know - and PLEASE pass on to the dancers - that we really enjoyed the Professionals in
the Field panel today. They offered great knowledge and insight to my dance company 2 students. Thank
you for offering this program!”
Ashley Mott, Park City High School, Park City District
“That class was so much fun! My students absolutely loved it!!
I danced on the side of the camera and I also enjoyed it immensely!!
Thank You so much for giving our Bear River Dancers this experience!”
Ms. Jorgenson, Bear River High School, Box Elder District

LIVE-STREAM PERFORMANCE-DEMONSTRATION
Our remote 30 minute performance was created to illustrate the instrument and medium of dance, which
are the BODY and MOVEMENT, made up of the elements of SPACE, SHAPE, TIME, and ENERGY. These very
spirited, interactive and entertaining performances served as an effective way to introduce the Company
dancers and the art of contemporary dance to the students watching from their learning sites. The high
level of the dancer’s skills, their diverse backgrounds, and knowledge about dance were showcased to
inspire young students to see, hear, and learn about the art.
This school year, we continued to use Spanish language in our education activities, to make our education
programs more accessible to the increasingly diverse student population in Utah. Some keywords, including
the Company motto “Dance is for Everybody” or “La Danza Es Para Todos” as well as the elements of dance,
“Espacio”, “Tiempo”, “Energia”, and “Forma,” were narrated in Spanish during the performance
demonstrations. The ethnic/racial diversity of our dancers and staff in addition to the inclusion of Spanish
words in the narration assured visually and conceptually that the dance is truly for everybody, no matter
who you are.
“Thank you so much for teaching us about dance and expression in your live virtual class today!
The dancers were incredibly skilled and very professional. I appreciate you sharing your talents with our
school.”
Tammy Jensen, Field Trip Coordinator, Tech Trep Academy, Charter School

Live-Stream Creative Dance Classes, Performances, and Workshops Objectives
● Through dancing and sharing, contribute to the student’s overall health and learning; mental,
physical, emotional, and social well-being
● Involve the whole student in an in-depth dance experience as observer and participant, creator and
critic
● Understand and articulate the elements of dance
● Help implement and extend the State Core Curriculum for Dance in schools where Ririe-Woodbury
Dance Company teaches
● Build community with Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company dancers along with students, parents,
teachers, and school administrators
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VIRTUAL WORKSHOPS
MOVE IT TEACHER WORKSHOP

Move It Teacher Workshop 2020 participants

Every year, Ririe-Woodbury offers a one-week summer intensive workshop devoted specifically to high
school and junior high school dance teachers. Classes are taught daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center. We had to move our workshop online for the first time last year, but
meeting this challenge also came with an exciting benefit. The Company’s Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson
and Outreach Director Juan Carlos Claudio reached out and connected with their networks of dance artists
and educators around the world, to secure instructors who were a great fit for this year’s workshop. As a
result, we were able to invite several international instructors to join us, which allowed us to provide the
windows and connections to the outside dance world for our Utah educators. Twenty Utah dance educators
from 7 school districts (Alpine, Granite, Canyons, Murray, Provo, Davis, Jordan) attended the workshop. The
classes were carefully modified, curated, and taught to fit the needs of the remote participants.
The inspiring faculty line-up included Violeta Martinez; a renowned Salsa instructor logging in from Panama,
Toshiko Oiwa; an accomplished contemporary dancer teaching Yoga/self-healing logging in from Brazil,
Carina Fourmyle; an expert teacher in Ballroom Dancing logging in from Florida, Ching-I Chang; a creative
from Taiwan residing in New York City, sharing her knowledge of improvisation and composition. We also
had Alexandra Bradshaw; former Company member and current faculty at Southern Utah University, Joseph
Blake; former Company member and current faculty at Weber State University, as well as Dr. Kate Mattingly;
Princeton University and UC Berkeley graduate and an accomplished dance critic and writer who is a current
faculty member at the School of Dance at the University of Utah. In addition, a daily Teacher Forum hour
provided the participants with the opportunity for in-depth discussion about how to approach, understand,
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and implement the State Core Curriculum, how to tackle the new school year impacted by COVID, online
teaching strategies, among many, many other topics.
The fact that we had the instructors from all over the map as well as the participants logging in from all over
the state of Utah and beyond - one out-of-state participant was logging in all the way from Cologne,
Germany - really gave us the feeling of a shared global dance community. Because of this workshop, the
staff at Ririe-Woodbury, the instructors, and the participants gained the confidence and much needed
courage and mutual support. We helped each other to stay strong, resilient, and to keep dancing and
teaching in the face of unprecedented COVD circumstances within public school education. Our conscious
decision to include mindful discussion, healing practices, and self-care for the educators who were
overwhelmed with their responsibilities also seemed to have the beneficial effect it was intended for the
participants.

Guest faculty images from top left clockwise: Ching-I Chang, Toshiko Oiwa, Violeta Martinez, Carina Fourmyle
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The evaluations from the 2020 workshop participants were assuring and informative for us:
“I am so happy that I am part of this dance community. This workshop always prepares me for the year
ahead. I feel rejuvenated, and a little less afraid. Thank you for really taking into account how things will be
different this year; I have come away with great ideas. Again, I am honored to have shared this last week
with each participant, and thank you Ai, Juan Carlos, Jo, and Alex for leading us! Also it was amazing to take
classes from people all over the world; that was truly a memorable experience!”
Dance Educator from Granite District
“I feel like the material that was shared in the workshop this year synchronized with a lot of what I've been
thinking about in my personal life. This workshop not only provided movement and teaching ideas to take
back to my classroom, but also fed my soul through healing practices, mindfulness, and being willing to
confront and create conversations around difficult contemporary topics. Thank you.”
Dance Educator from Provo District

Teacher Workshop Objectives
● Provide teachers with realistic, structured, non-threatening and unique ideas on how to use dance in
their classroom/studios, either in-person or remotely
● Provide State re-licensure points or USBE credits to the participating teachers
● Provide networking and opportunities to share with other teachers
● Provide opportunity to improve personal technical and creative skills
● Provide exposure to innovative and contemporary guest artists in their crafts

MOVE IT YOUNG DANCER WORKSHOP
Our Young Dancer Workshop was also moved online last year. Taught by the Company members and
live-streamed from the Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center to each high school, this workshop provided
young students with intensive training in the techniques of dance, creative exercises, repertory, and elective
in addition to the opportunity to interact with professional dance artists. We spent the first 2-day session
with Davis High School, middle 2-day session with Granger High and Kearns High Schools, and the last 2-day
session with Farmington High School students- all of whom were dedicatedly dancing in their respective
dance rooms, masked, and socially distanced.
Below are some of the students voices;
“I enjoyed the different styles of dance I could learn. I really enjoyed the electives because it was a chance to
do something different that you wouldn’t normally do. I also liked the insight that the dancers gave me.
They really inspired me to find new dance moves and think outside the box.”
Davis High School Student Participant

“I pushed through when it was something I wasn't as familiar with. I had to push myself out of my comfort
zone to try new things”
Farmington High School Student Participant
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Young Dancer Workshop Objectives
● Help high school students understand and develop skills in the elements of dance (Utah State Core
Standards)
● Provide high school students with intensive training in technique and other facets of contemporary
dance
● To reach out, connect, and build relationships with Utah High School dance educators and their
students

Live-Stream Creative Dance Classes, Performances, and Workshops provided:

District
20

Charter

School

8

92

Hours
234

Teachers

Students

218

5,082

b. Step, Hop, Jump weekly Wednesday Morning Creative Dance
Classes
In addition to the live-stream classes that were directly booked with the classroom teachers, we offered
ongoing Wednesday morning classes. Every week, students and educators could count on our dance class
happening from 9:00 - 9:30 a.m. on Zoom. This format allowed some flexibility in scheduling for
homeschoolers and a few classroom teachers who used this as part of their curriculum. We had a pretty
dedicated group of homeschoolers and a few classrooms from Indian Hills Elementary and Liberty
Elementary in Salt Lake District. Class content was similar to the other creative movement classes: the
Company dancers, Education Director, and Outreach Director created lesson plans in accordance with the
Utah State Curriculum Dance Core - Technique/Body skills, Elements of Dance, Creative/Choreographic
Processes, and Creating Meaning, and rotated to teach different Wednesdays. In a way, it was a luxury for
us to be able to meet with (mostly) the same group of children for a prolonged time, because during a
typical year, the Company’s busy touring and performing schedule does not allow such frequent and
consistent classes. We taught 36 Wednesdays between September 2020 and May 2021 - even over Zoom,
last Wednesday class on May 26th, was a little bit of an emotional one. Tara Black, a 2nd grade teacher
from Indian Hills Elementary unmuted herself and thanked the Education Director, saying “this class just
added so much to my students lives this year. So thank you so much.” We conducted post-event evaluations
in hopes of keeping improving this program and reconnecting with the Step, Hop, Jumpers in the future to
dance together again, either in-person or online. We felt that we have built a relationship with the
participants of this program that was too valuable to simply let go after this year, so we plan on building
upon the community we created through Wednesday's Step, Hop, Jump classes.
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“Our whole family really enjoyed this class. We have 4 kids and all were engaged with learning new
movements and exercise. Thank you for providing this for us! We would love it more if we could have it more
than once a week if it were possible.”
A homeschool parent in Salt Lake City

Step, Hop, Jump weekly Wednesday Morning Creative Dance Classes provided:

District

Charter

School

Hours

Teachers

Students

5

2

11

17

24

353

c. In-person Events: Outdoor Performances, In-depth Classes with
Pod Schools, Dancer Training Week
OUTDOOR ASSEMBLIES
We also served some students and teachers in-person this year. We had three outdoor assemblies, at
Bonneville Jr.High, Spring Lane Elementary, and Morningside Elementary schools in Granite District. The
content was the same as our remote performance, dealing with the instrument and medium of dance,
which are the BODY and MOVEMENT, made up of the elements of SPACE, SHAPE, TIME, and ENERGY.
Our Company dancers were anxious to do the first in-person performance in many months, but the
student’s enthusiasm and energy, and the lively interaction with them were great rewards - a reminder of
why we do what we do. Dance is a very human activity, something we can all share.

Outdoor Assembly at Spring Lane Elementary
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Photo from upper left corner clockwise: Spring Lane Elementary Assembly, Spring Lane Elementary Assembly,
Creative Movement Class in the Park, Pod School Program #2 students

POD SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONS
Earlier in the school year, Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson identified three small pod school groups of
children whom she could teach in a COVID safe manner. Fortunately with these students, the class could be
held in-person and on a regular basis. With one group, Ai met every Monday, Tuesday, and Friday mornings
to start their school day with a 30 minute movement exercise. In these groups there were students from
Open Classroom; Charter school in Salt Lake City, Hawthorne, Highland Park, Washington, and Bonneville
Elementary Schools in Salt Lake District, as well as some homeschool students. Though they were small
groups, the total instruction hours accumulated to 42 hours between September 2020 and June 2021, and
the students had the opportunity for the very in-depth, accumulative dance lessons over the span of the
whole school year.

DANCER TRAINING WEEK
Another in-person event we had earlier in the year was our dancer training. Developing professional
dancers as excellent and intuitive teachers of children is part of the mission of the Company. A component
to our professional training is a one-week intensive workshop for Company dancers in creative teaching
techniques for children in the classroom or on Zoom, facilitated by Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson.
During this week, Ai Fujii Nelson, Juan Carlos Claudio, and current Company members teach, observe, and
evaluate each other.
For this purpose, in August of 2020, the Company organized a dancer training workshop to work with
students in the community in a COVID safe manner; outdoor dance classes in a park. In addition to the
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actual teaching and interacting with young students, the Company members held various workshops to
learn and discuss important topics in education such as: Utah State Core Curriculum, teaching creative
movement, classroom management, basic teaching terms in Spanish, culturally relevant and sensitive
language for teaching, percussion accompaniment for teaching, and Ririe-Woodbury’s philosophy and
pedagogy.
Although last summer’s workshop directly served only a few public school students (from Hawthorne and
Washington Elementary in Salt Lake District) during the week, the Company dancers used the knowledge
from this workshop for the rest of the year for all of our education activities to serve hundreds more
students all over Utah.

In-Person Events: Outdoor Performances, In-depth Classes with Pod Schools, Dancer
Training Week provided:

District

Charter

School

Hours

Teachers

Students

2

1

8

50

6

140

Company dancer Nicholas Jurica teaching children
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d. Virtual Student Matinees and Film Resources

Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance Film

“I loved/cried through the video and can't wait to integrate it in my visual arts class.
I will share the results! Thank you for such thoughtful, beautiful work.”
Janimarie DeRose, Bear River Charter School
We are excited to report that the virtual student matinees and film resources were a successful component
of education for us this year. As a performing arts organization, we were firm believers of live performance,
therefore we had been hesitant to dive into the virtual and recorded offerings, until we were forced to
produce them due to the pandemic. This year forced us to reimagine our education and outreach
programming in ways that we could not have before imagined. This experience made us realize that we
were underestimating the power and the capacity of digital resources to reach so many more students than
we could normally reach in a typical year. The virtual resources helped us serve over 60,000 students, which
was unthinkable for us until it actually came true - we did not know that was possible, and the popularity
for this resource came to us as an eye-opening revelation.

Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance Resource Package
Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance (approximately 20 minutes) and the Resource Package were
created as an effort to continue bringing dance and education virtually into the classroom. The first film in
the series, Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance brings to the viewers the beautiful and inspiring
sceneries of Utah and shows how dancers find their movements everywhere, as long as they are under a
blue sky. They also artistically and skillfully demonstrate the elements of dance. It is followed by a series of
Youtube tutorials where each of the concepts shown in the film is broken down into simple steps classroom
teachers can immediately use. All the creative and inspirational activities are designed to be adaptable for
all kinds of teaching situations, however, we offer special considerations for online/virtual teaching
strategies. Lessons plans are available on the Company's website, some translated and offered in Spanish.
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We created an online request form for this
resource for the teachers to fill out, from
which we collected the information about
which school, teacher, and how many
students we were serving with this
resource. As soon as we opened the
registration in November 2020, we were
flooded by interests. We owe the success
of this program hugely to the CARES
funding and our partnership with Utah
Education Network (UEN). The opportunity
and the financial aid to create the Blue Sky
Theater project which UEN provided
catapulted everything in motion in the right
direction.
“I wish you could all see the reactions from all the students and how much they loved the video. I'm also
particularly grateful as a BTSALP dance teacher that this is available to classroom and online teachers--for
FREE. What a great educational source to help teachers with or without dance training to experience and
share it with their students. And THANK YOU for including the Spanish translations in both video and written
form. I teach many Spanish-speaking students and they seemed to enjoy that aspect of the film very much.
I'm grateful the Ririe-Woodbury team is so diverse as it gives these students people to look up to that look
similar to them and/or have similar heritages and interests. Students loved the mention of Megan's love for
Pokemon and her pets, Fausto's shout-out to Albondigas soup, and one 6th grader commented that she
appreciated the inclusion of "he, him, they, them" pronouns. This really is such a high-quality film and I
found it suitable for all students K-6.”
Diana Brewster, Mountain Shadows Elementary School, Jordan District

VIRTUAL STUDENT MATINEES
We produced and offered three virtual student matinees this year. The first was
the Company’s fall season performance of Double Take, which was a joint
performance with the Repertory Dance Theater. The resource was released in
October 2020, which included a video recording of the Company dancers
performing a new work by Artistic Director Daniel Charon, as well as two works
presented by Repertory Dance Theater. The content targeted middle and high
school educators and students. Secondly, we released Performance Excerpts:
Live Creature and Ethereal Things, in March 2021. This program was about 20
minutes of dances highlighted from the Company’s performance of the titled
production at the Capitol Theater in January 2020, and was curated for K-6
grades. Third and lastly, we released another virtual student matinee for
middle and high school educators and students, titled Home Run. The
Education Director created Teacher’s Guide for all three of these virtual
matinees, to assist the educators and students with the contextual information
as well as providing connection to the Utah State Core Curriculum.
Home Run, PC: Tori Duhaime
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“I am so excited for all of my students to
still have this opportunity to see this
performance. I am also so appreciative of
everyone’s example of resilience that
dance will keep going even during next to
impossible times.”
Lindsay Christensen, Brighton High School,
Canyons District

Autumn Sun, PC: Tori Duhaime

“The video was available online and this
allowed distance learners and in person
learners to experience it. I Loved that we
could pause the video and talk about
different elements of choreography and
then watch it again. I feel like this tool was
invaluable to my teaching this fall. My
students were sad to miss out on a
"fieldtrip" but this video format allowed me
to deepen the learning experience.”
Debbie Dupaix, Kearns Jr.High, Granite
District
Live Creature and Ethereal Things, PC: Stewart Ruckman

Virtual Student Matinees and Film Resources Provided:

District

Charter

School

Hours

Teachers

Students

27

17

255

270

1,910

60,994
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4. DOCUMENTATION OF THREE-YEAR ROTATION TO ALL SCHOOLS AND
DISTRICTS
Number of schools served in each district.
DISTRICT

2018 - 2019

2019 - 2020

Alpine
Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Canyons
Carbon
Daggett
Davis
Duchesne
Emery
Garfield
Grand

4
0
0
1
7
0
3
14
5
2
0
0

5
0
0
4
9
0
0
15
0
0
0
0

31
0
5
10
15
0
0
39
1
4
2
0

Granite
Iron
Jordan
Juab
Kane
Logan
Millard
Morgan
Murray
Nebo
N. Sanpete
N. Summit
Ogden
Park City
Piute
Provo
Rich
SLC
San Juan
Sevier
S. Sanpete
S. Summit
Tintic
Tooele
Uintah
Washington
Wayne
Weber
Charter

42
0
10
0
0
2
0
0
3
1
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
22
6
1
3
0
0
3
5
1
2
0
13

33
0
15
0
0
0
2
2
4
6
0
1
0
4
0
1
3
19
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
3
0
1
14

48
3
36
2
1
4
0
2
7
13
0
1
0
3
1
5
0
25
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
3
0
1
18

159

143

283

13

13

27

Total Schools
Visited/Served
Total Districts
Visited/Served

2020 - 2021

Projected
2021 - 2022
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
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Charter Schools

2018- 2019 2019 - 2020

2020 - 2021

Academy for Math
Engineering & Science
Advantage Arts Academy
American Academy of
Innovation
American Leadership
Academy
American Preparatory
Academy
American Preparatory
Academy - Accelerated
School
American Preparatory
Academy - Draper #1
American Preparatory
Academy - Draper #2
American Preparatory
Academy - Draper #3
American Preparatory
Academy - Salem
American Preparatory
Academy - The School
for New Americans
Ascent Academies of
Utah
Ascent Academies of
Utah - West Valley
Ascent Academies of
Utah Farmington
Ascent Academies of
Utah Lehi
Ascent Academies of
Utah West Jordan
Athenian Academy
Athlos Academy of Utah
Bear River Charter
School
Beehive Science &
Technology Academy
Bonneville Academy
Bridge Elementary
School
C.S. Lewis Academy
Canyon Grove Academy

X

Projected
2021-2022
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Canyon Rim Academy

X

Channing Hall
City Academy

X

Davinci Academy
Dixie Montessori
Academy
Dual Immersion Academy

X

Early Light Academy at
Daybreak

X

East Hollywood High

X
X
X

Edith Bowen Laboratory
School
Endeavor Hall
Entheos Academy

X

Entheos Academy Kearns
Entheos Academy Magna
Esperanza School
Excelsior Academy

X

Fast Forward High
Franklin Discovery
Academy
Freedom Preparatory
Academy
Freedom Preparatory
Academy - Vineyard
Gateway Preparatory
Academy
George Washington
Academy
Good Foundations
Academy
Greenwood Charter
School
Guadalupe School
Hawthorn Academy
Hawthorn Academy
South Jordan
Hawthorn Academy West
Jordan
Highmark Charter School
Ignite Entrepreneurship
Academy

X

X

X
X
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Intech Collegiate
Academy
Itineris Early College
High
Jefferson Academy
John Hancock Charter
School
Karl G. Maeser
Preparatory Academy
Lakeview Academy
Leadership Academy of
Utah
Leadership Learning
Academy
Leadership Learning
Academy - Ogden
Legacy Preparatory
Academy

X

Lincoln Academy
Lumen Scholar Institute
Mana Academy Charter
School
Maria Montessori
Academy
Merit College
Preparatory Academy

X

X

X

Moab Charter School
Monticello Academy
Mountain Heights
Academy
Mountain Sunrise
Academy
Mountain West
Montessori Academy
Mountainville Academy
Navigator Pointe
Academy

X

No. UT. Acad. for Math
Engineering & Science
No. UT. Acad. of Math
Engineering & Science Ogden
Noah Webster Academy
North Davis Preparatory
Academy
North Star Academy

X

X

X
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Odyssey Charter School
Ogden Preparatory
Academy
Open Classroom

X
X

X

X

Pacific Heritage
Academy
Paradigm High School
Pinnacle Canyon
Academy

X

Promontory School of
Expeditionary Learning
Providence Hall
Quest Academy
Ranches Academy
Reagan Academy
Real Salt Lake Academy
High School
Renaissance Academy

X

Rockwell Charter High
School
Roots Charter High
School
Salt Lake Arts Academy

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Salt Lake Center for
Science Education
Salt Lake School for the
Performing Arts
Scholar Academy
Soldier Hollow Charter
School
Spectrum Academy

X

Spectrum Academy - NSL
Spectrum Academy Pleasant Grove

X

St. George Academy
Success Academy
Success DSU
Success SUU
Summit Academy
Summit Academy Bluffdale

X
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Summit Academy Draper Campus
Summit Academy Independence
Summit Academy High
School
Syracuse Arts Academy
Syracuse Arts Academy Antelope
Syracuse Arts Academy North
Terra Academy
The Center for Creativity
Innovation and Discovery
Thomas Edison
Thomas Edison - North
Thomas Edison - South
Timpanogos Academy
Treeside Charter School
Tuacahn High School for
the Performing Arts

X

X

Uintah River High
Utah Career Path High
School
Utah Connections
Academy
Utah County Academy of
Science
Utah International
Charter School
Utah Military Academy
Utah Military Academy Camp Williams
Utah Mountain

X

Utah Virtual Academy

X

Valley Academy
Vanguard Academy
Venture Academy
Vista School
Voyage Academy
Walden School of Liberal
Arts

X

X
X
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Wallace Stegner
Academy
Wasatch Peak Academy
Wasatch Waldorf Charter
School

X

X

X

X

X

X

Weber State University
Charter Academy
Weilenmann School of
Discovery

X

Winter Sports School

X

Tech Trep Online Charter

Total # of Charter
Schools Visited

13

14

18

9

Total # of Charter
LEA Visited

0

0

0

0

5. Summary of Organization’s Self-Evaluation
Cost Effectiveness. Ending our 57th season, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company utilized over 60% of its
$705,777 budget and 40+ dancer work-weeks to deliver its Utah Educational Programs. Due to travel and
COVID-19 safety restrictions, the Company was able to allocate more time to education programming this
season. In addition to the multiple virtual class offering, two new fully-produced free virtual student
matinees were presented, as well as an edited version of The Live Creature & Ethereal Things. Every public
offering during the season was evaluated for education opportunities. Thus making most Company
activities multifaceted and financially feasible.

Procedural Efficiency. Ririe-Woodbury coordinates with district arts coordinators, principals, and
teachers to create educational residencies and activities that are specifically tailored to the specific needs of
each school. Prior to each student virtual matinee, educational materials are provided to each school for
advance preparation and post-residency learning. Since the 1980s, the Company has maintained detailed
records of each activity – including the number of students and teachers served, as well as grade level,
school names, and school districts visited, and if they are TItle-1. These records and outcomes are
consistently reviewed and evaluated in order to refine our programming for maximum effectiveness.

Collaborative Practices. Ririe-Woodbury’s education program is strengthened by ongoing collaborations
with school administrations, teachers, district administrators, parent/teacher organizations, community
leaders, and the other POPS organizations. Finding ways to collaborate with other POPS organizations has
been particularly valuable to the development of education programing. When thematic programs align
with other POPS organizations in particular, our education programs are deeper, and have a greater impact
given that they involve several genres.
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Educational Soundness. Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s Education Program addresses the Utah Core
Curriculum Standards for dance with attention to the development of life skills through the creative process
mandated by the Utah State Board of Education. Annually, we also conduct a 5-day Company dancer
training workshop, which develops teaching skills through in-depth discussion of philosophy and creative
teaching practices and demonstration classes taught by master teachers. Our education programs and
materials are internally monitored using the expertise of Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson and Outreach
Director Juan Carlos Claudio. Both Ms. Nelson and Mr. Claudio have Master's Degrees applicable to the
field of dance.

Professional Excellence. Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson, who brings years of experience as a
professional dancer with several companies, and as a dance educator with a degree, oversees our program.
She has taught extensively nationally and internationally, including the University of Utah, Utah Valley
University, Weber State University, Salt Lake Community College, University of Auckland (New Zealand),
New York University Tisch School of the Arts, Stanford University, Ballet West, Tanner Dance, Salt Lake City
Ballet, Repertory Dance Theater, and Touch Compass Dance Company (New Zealand). Ms. Nelson has also
worked with students from over 50 elementary schools across the State as a creative dance teacher. She
uses her experience and knowledge in programming and executing the Company’s education activities for
K-12 schoolchildren, while maintaining high teaching standards for the Company dancers through annual
dancer training workshops and regular mentoring. Our dancer/teachers are full-time dance professionals
and all hold university degrees in dance.
The U.S. Department of State and Brooklyn Academy of Music tour of South Korea and Mongolia the entire
month of May 2018 was a momentous endorsement of our Educational Program. This was by invitation,
not application, and Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company was invited because of its educational work.

Resultant Goals, Plans for Continued Growth.
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company continues to participate in
POPS peer evaluations, and to improve our evaluation
practices. We also constantly consider new ways to use social
media and online platforms to solicit and receive immediate
feedback on our programs, including in-school and other
educational activities. Additionally, we continue to train and
develop the teaching skills of our dancers. Together as a team,
we strive to stay relevant and responsive to increasingly
diverse classrooms in Utah schools. We will continue to find
pathways for educational equity, diverse representation,
and inclusion of multiple voices and expressions in all of our
programs.

Non-Profit Status: Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company is a
non-profit 501(c) (3) organization; tax I.D. #87-0294341

Thank you!
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company,
entering its 58th season in 2021-2022!

